
M$5 Exam 6 is on Tuesday, January 6, 2009 
 
Topics: 
 
• Line Reflections and Line Symmetry 
• Point Reflections and Point Symmetry 
• Translations 
• Dilations 
• Rotations and Rotational Symmetry 
• Isometry and Orientation 
• Composition of Transformations and Glide Reflections 
 
 

Calculators are not allowed for this exam.  
 
 
 
 

M$5 Homework 54 
 
1. What is the image of P(!4,6)  under the    
 composite 

 
r
x=2
! r

y!axis ? 
(1) (!8,6)  (3) (6,0)  
(2) (4,!2)  (4) (0,6)  

 

6. Which transformation is equivalent to the 
 composite line reflections 

 
ry-axis ! ry= x ? 2. __________ 

 (1) a rotation (3) a translation 
 (2) a dilation (4) a glide reflection 
 

2. If the image of (!1,!9)  under a certain 
 translation is the point (1, 7) , then what is the 
 image of the point (!3,!2)  under the same 
 translation? 
 

7. In which quadrant would the image of point 
 (!10,7)  fall after a dilation using a factor of –3? 
 
 

3. If m and n are parallel lines, then 
 
r
m
! r

n
 is 

 equivalent to a 
 (1) rotation (3) translation 
 (2) dilation  (4) glide reflection 

8. Which transformation is an opposite isometry? 
 (1) (x, y)! ("2y, " x)  (3) (x, y)! ("x, " y)  
 (2) (x, y)! (y, x)  (4) (x, y)! (y, " x)  
 

4. Which of these transformations would alter 
 the  perimeter of a triangle? 

(1) (x, y)! (x + 2, y " 3)  
(2) (x, y)! (4x,2y)  
(3) (x, y)! (x,"y)  
(4) (x, y)! (y,"x)  

 
5. If a regular polygon with n sides has 36º 
 rotational symmetry, what is the smallest 
 possible value of n? 

9. Determine whether the figure below has point 
 symmetry, line symmetry, or neither. If the 
 figure has line symmetry, draw all lines of 
 symmetry. 
 



10. In the accompanying diagram of square 
 ABCD, F is the midpoint of AB , G is the  
 midpoint of BC , H is the midpoint of CD ,  
 and E is the midpoint of DA . 
 

 
 

 a Find the image of  !BOF  after it is  
  reflected in line l. 
 
 
 b Find the image of  !GCO  after it is  
  reflected in line l. 
 
 
 c Find the image of BF  after it is  
  reflected in point O. 
 

 
11. Triangle CMP has vertices C(1,2) , M (5, 7) , 
 and P(8, 4) . 
 
 a. On the accompanying grid, draw and label 
   !CMP . 
 
 b. On the same set of axes, draw and label 
   ! !C !M !P , the image of  !CMP  after ry=! x . 
 
 c. On the same set of axes, draw and label 
   ! !!C !!M !!P , the image of  ! !C !M !P  after 
  a reflection in the origin. 
 
 d. What single transformation maps  !CMP  
  onto  ! !!C !!M !!P ? 
 
 
 
 
 

12. a. Graph x
2

36
+
y
2

4
= 1 and label it a. 

  
 b. Graph the image of a under the composite 
  

 

T
2, !4

! D1
2

 and label it b. 

 
 c. Write an equation for b. 
 
 
 
 
 


